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the first form it is in hexagonal prisms terminal
ing in pyramids When pure its specific gravity
is 2 66 It Is one of the constituents of granite
gneiss etc Among the auarte varieties are
rocl crystal (colourless) smcfy quart* (yellow
or brown) an^Otyst (purple) rose quarts (pink)
and milky quartz (white) Quartz veins in meta
morphic rocks may yield rich deposits of gold
Mining for gold in the rock is termed quertz
mining
Quasars or in preferred terminology quasi stellar
radio sources form a new class of astronomical
object first identined in the period 1060 to 1962
They have enormous energy output and i^e at
vart distances Many are strong sources of
rxdio vaves and fluctuate in intensity Then-
nature and cosrnological significance presented
the inijor astronomical problem of il e 1960s
In the view of Professor Philip \Torrison of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology quasars
are the condensed remains of entire galaxies
while pulsars (2 » ) seem to be the ashes of a
star that has exploded Both he suggests
contain a core of highly concentrated magnetised
material Ste 3?5
Queen Anne's Bounty established by Queen Anne
in 1701 for fcne augmentation of the main
ten-nee 01 the poor clergy Since April 1
1948 Queen Arnes Bounty and the Eccle
siastical Commissioners ceased to exist and be
came embodied in the Church, Coramiiraionera for
England.
Queen's (or King's) Speech is fche speech prepared
by the Government in consultation with the
Queen and delivered by Her Majesty in person
or by her deputy at the opening or closing of
Parliamentary session
Quicksilver    See Mercury
Quinine, a vegetable alkaloid obtained from the
bark of several trees of the GiWhtma genus It
ib colourless and extremely bitter The drug
sulphate of quinine Is one of the moss valuable
medicines forming a powerful tonic It Is anti
periodic antipyretic and antineuralgic In
cases of malaria it is the most efficacious remedy
Of natural origin known
Qulrinal, one of the seven hills of Home
Quisling term which came into use during the
second world war to denote traitor collaborator
or fifth columnist After Vidkun Quisling who
became head of the puppet government after
the German invasion of Norway in 1S40
Quorum, the number of members of any body or
company necessary to be present at any meet
ing or commlfisioii before business can be trans
acted The House of Commons needs a
quorum of 40 the Lords a quorum of 3
E
Rabbi a Jewish term applied to specially ordarnecl
officials who pronounce upon questions of legal
form and ritual and also generally accorded to
any Jewish scholar of eminence
Rabbit   See 217
Raccoon plantigrade carnivorous mammals com
mon to the American continent There are
several species The common Raccoon (Procyon
later) is about 2 ft long with a bushy raged tail
and sharp snout Its skin is valuable
Eace In the old text books anthropologists
were much concerned with the differences be
tween the various races of Man they described
the Black Man (Negro) the Yellow Man (Mon
gol) the Bed mp*i (American Indian) the
Brown Man (Indian) and the White Man
(European) Those who study Man from this
point of view further subdivide each group mfco
others Thus White Man may be divided into
Nordic, Alpine and Mediterranean Black
Man into Hamitlc, Bushman and so on Each
of these groups tends to have physical traits
which its members hold to common, although
of course there sib no jwe racial types. All
existing races have been fofrly thoroughly
mixed. What m view of recent experience is
really important is that races or even nations
do not nave psychological traits—at least not
MWMrte traits. Anthropology dismisses all
theories of a superior race as •unscientific there
is not the slightest evidence that one race differs
rn any way from another in its psychological
 potentialities Jews Irish Scots Italians do
differ ( o do the inhabitants of Edinburgh and
London) but their differences are due to then-
situation and not to anythuig inborn See F4S
Raceme an inflorescence m which the main tern
bears stalled flowers eg lupin foxglove The
youngest flowers are at the tip of this axis
Radar The b-sic principle of radar *s very suuflar
to that of sigh*- We switch on a Lght in the
dark, and we see an object because the light
waves are reflected from it and return to our
eye which is able to detect them Similarly
the radar station sees an object because the
invi ible radio waves cent out from the trans
nutter -re reflected from it and return to the
receiver which is able to detect them Thus
ridar is the use of radio Ei.mals triat man liroio
cists
The utilisation of radio waves for the detec
aon of reflecting surfaces began with the
classical experiment of the late Sir Edward
Appleton m 1925 which he conducted in order
to demonstrate the exis*ence of the Heanade
Jayer in the upper atmosphere During the
course of the last war developments took place
which tremendously improved the methods and
instruments used As in the case of so miny of
the inventions primarily developed for the pur
POae of waging war many useful applications
have been found for radar in times of peace aid
in particular it has proved of great service as
an aid to aerial and marine navigation and in
meteorology and astronomy Eidar astronomy
investigates the solar system vith the echoes of
signals sent out from the Earth
Kadiation enerey emitted in the form of a beam
of rays or waves e g acoustic (sound) radiation
from a loudspeaker radiant heat from a fire
jS radiation from a radioactive substance
The radiation of electromagnetic waves from a
body depends on ii& temperature the amount of
energy radiated per second being proportional
to the fourth power of the absolute temperature
The hotter the body the shorter the wave
lengths of the radiation thus the colour of a.
glowing body depends on its temperature
Of paramount importance to us is radiation
from the sun Amongst other radiations the
sun sends ultra violet visible and infra red
(heat) waves. The principal gases of the atmo-
sphere arc transparent to practically all of the
solar and sky radiation and aleo that which the
earth re-transmits to space Carbon dioxide and
water vapour however strongly absorb certaji
types^ the latter as clouds playing an important
role m regulating the temperature of the globe
The cooling of the ground on a clear night is
a result of the outgoing long wave radiation
exceeding that coming down from the sky
at Bimn°e cooling ceases as the incoming
radiation becomes suflicient to compensate for
the loss of heat
Radiation, Cosmic.   See F3(2)
Radio The theory of electromagnetic waves—of
which the radio wave is one—was originated
by the British physicist James Clerk Maxwell
(Fig] He showed thai both electrical and
optical phenomena in space are essentially
similar ta character and that the waves if short
in wavelength are those of light and if of longer
wavelength ihose of radio waves Hemrich
Hertz made many useful discoveries about the
waves themselves and about their behaviour
under differing conditions and also about the
apparatus for producing them Marconi de
veloped the use of radio waves as a practical
means of communicatioii
Uaclio methods are vital for the transmission of
observed data from space vehicles back to earth
a process known as telemetering This is done
by converting the observations into electrical
pulses which actuate a suitable radio transmitter
so that it radiates a signal, in coded form which
can be received at a ground station and decoded
The transmission of such a signal can also be re
motely controlled hy means of signals from the
earth. Photographic and television techniques
may also be employed for obtaining the desired
information and sending it back to earth aa
in the case of the Russian picture of the reverse
side of the moon and the .American, pictures of
the lunar surface The information may be
stored within the spacecraft for a lame and

